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25th November

Our speaker this month will be Lee

Moore who will be introducing us to

Pilot Aware. This device is light weight

and above all cheap to buy but as a

safety device it is probably second to

none!

Many who attend the Club Fly-ins may

have already seen the unit but the key

point is that it can link with your GPS to

alert a pilot to the proximity of other

aircraft. It can even show track, height

and direction of any other aircraft fitted

with any another ADS-B unit. We will be

starting at 8.00pm as usual.

Quote of the Month

“Never stop being a kid. Never stop

feeling and seeing and being

excited with great things like air and

engines and sounds of sunlight within

you. Wear your little mask if you must to

protect you from the world but if you let

that kid disappear you are grown up and

you are dead”. — Richard Bach,

Expedition North 2016 by Trevor

Jackson

Although 2015 has not been a great

year weather-wise for aviating,

thoughts turn inevitably toward what

adventures await in 2016. I therefore

propose a Club Summer Expedition,

along the lines of the Whitehill Farm

Flyers (WFAeC)  fly-outs. Of course there

are no shortage of destinations but as

this would be a first for the SVMC I

though it would probably be sensible to

not be too ambitious. So who amongst

our members would be interested in a

tour of the Yorkshire WW2 Bomber

bases, with maybe a night with the

Durham Microlight Club, engaging in a

darts/skittles/beer match ? I can act as

interpreter (if required) as I am from that

neck of the woods originally. Who knows,

maybe this could be the start of Club

exchanges ?? Anyway, back to reality, is

there anyone out there who might be

interested is such a trip ?

Contact Trevor by e-mail at -

trev.kate@btinternet.com

Dates for your Diary

28th - 29th November 2015 - Indoor

Aviation Exhibition -Telford International

Centre

2nd - 3rd January 2016 - Icicle 2016,

Holmbeck Farm, Bucks

30th April - 1st May 2016 - Microlight

Trade Fair, Popham
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